**What you’ll need . . .**

» Old magnet  
» Cardstock  
» Image*  
» Pen  
» Mounting sheets or decoupage adhesive  

* Create or find an image to use. Maybe bring in a photograph and cut it down to size, draw several faces to create multiple little magnets, print a photograph using the color printer, find an image from an old book…. Let your imagination run wild!

**METHOD 1: DECOUPAGE ADHESIVE EXAMPLE**

1. Draw a face on cardstock (or multiple faces for many little magnets).

2. Mount your image to the magnet using a brush and the decoupage adhesive. Let it dry for two minutes.

3. Cut the magnet with the image attached down to size.
METHOD 2: MOUNTING SHEET EXAMPLE

1. Resize a digital photograph to 3×5 inches in MS Word and print it on cardstock.

2. Using a pen, trace the image on the paper backing of the mounting sheet.

3. Cut along the line you just traced.

4. Peel off one side of the mounting sheet and place on the image, smoothing any wrinkles.

5. Peel off the remaining backing and stick to advertising magnet, trimming any excess.